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Cloudera DataFlow Tutorial: customizing a ReadyFlow

Tutorial: customizing a ReadyFlow

Learn how to create a draft using a ReadyFlow as a template.

About this task

This tutorial shows you how you can open a ReadyFlow from the ReadyFlow Gallery and create a customized flow
design using the ReadyFlow as a template. This tutorial uses the 'Hello World' ReadyFlow, a simple flow design that
retrieves the latest changes from Wikipedia through invoking the Wikipedia API. It converts JSON events to Avro,
before filtering and routing them to two different processors which merge events together before a file is written to
local disk.

You will learn about:

• Opening a ReadyFlow as a draft on the Flow Design Canvas.
• Creating a Controller Service
• Changing the configuration of processors
• Running a Test Session
• Publishing a draft to the Catalog as a flow definition.

Before you begin

The 'Hello World' ReadyFlow that you are about to customize can be deployed without any external dependencies
and does not require any parameter values during deployment. Still, there are prerequisites you have to meet before
you can start building your first draft.

• You have an enabled and healthy CDF environment.
• You have been assigned the DFDeveloper role granting you access to the Flow Designer.
• You have been assigned the DFCatalogAdmin or DFCatalogViewer role granting you access to the Catalog. You

will need this authorization to publish your draft as a flow definition to the Catalog.
• You have been assigned the DFFlowAdmin role for the environment to which you want to deploy the flow

definition.

Open the Hello World ReadyFlow as a template for your draft

About this task
ReadyFlows are read-only, therefore you cannot publish a new version of them. When you are done with creating
your customized version of the given ReadyFlow, you can only publish your work to the Catalog as a new flow
definition.

Before you begin

• You have an enabled and healthy CDF environment.
• You have been assigned the DFDeveloper role granting you access to the Flow Designer.
• You have been assigned the DFCatalogAdmin or DFCatalogViewer role granting you access to the Catalog. You

will need this authorization to publish your draft flow as a flow definition to the Catalog.
• You have been assigned the DFFlowAdmin role for the environment to which you want to deploy the flow

definition.

Procedure

1. Open Cloudera DataFlow by clicking the DataFlow tile in the CDP sidebar.
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2.
Select  ReadyFlow Gallery in the left navigation pane.

3. Select the Hello World ReadyFlow.

4. Click Create New Draft.

5. Select the target Workspace where you want to create the draft flow.

6. Provide a valid Flow Name for the draft flow.

Flow names must be unique within a workspace. If a draft with the provided name already exists, you need to
provide a different name.

7. Click Create.
Hello World opens as a draft in the designated Flow Designer workspace with the Flow Name you provided on
the Flow Design canvas.

What to do next
Proceed with creating the necessary Controller Services.
Related Tasks
Create new services

Create new services
Learn about creating Controller Services in CDF Flow Designer.

About this task

Services are extension points that provide information for use by other components (such as processors or other
controller services). The idea is that, rather than configure this information in every processor that might need it, the
service provides it for any processor to use as needed.

You will use the services you create now to configure the behavior of several processors you will add to your flow as
you are building it.

Procedure

1. Go to  Flow Options Services .
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2. Click Add Service.
The Add Service page opens.

3. In the text box, filter for CSVReader.

4. Provide Service Name: CSVReader_Recent_Changes.

5. Click Add.

You do not need to configure the CSVReader_Recent_Changes service. You can leave all properties with their
default values.

6. Click Add Service to create another service.

7. In the text box, filter for CSVRecordSetWriter.

8. Provide Service Name: CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes.

9. Click Add.

You do not need to configure the CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes service. You can leave all properties
with their default values.

10. Select the AvroReader_Recent_Changes service and check the list of Referencing Components in the Service
Details pane on the right.

Make a note of the listed components, because that is where you will need to replace
AvroReader_Recent_Changes with the CSVReader_Recent_Changes service.
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11. Select the AvroWriter_Recent_Changes service and check the list of Referencing Components in the Service
Details pane on the right.

Make a note of the listed components, because that is where you will need to replace
AvroWriter_Recent_Changes with the CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes service.

12. Click Back To Flow Designer to return to the flow design Canvas.

What to do next
After creating the necessary services, you can start customizing your flow.
Related Tasks
Swap the controller services in your draft

Swap the controller services in your draft
Customize your draft by replacing services to change the destination file format.

Procedure

1. Select the Convert JSON TO AVRO processor by clicking on it.
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2.

In the Configuration pane scroll down to Properties, click the  drop-down next to Record Writer and select
CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes.

3. Click OK.

4. Rename the processor from Convert JSON to AVRO to Convert JSON to CSV.

5. Click Apply.

6. Select the Filter Edits processor by clicking on it.

7.

In the Configuration pane scroll down to Properties, click the  drop-down next to Record Reader and select
CSVReader_Recent_Changes.

8. Click OK.

9.

Click the  drop-down next to Record Writer and select the CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes service.

10. Click OK.

11. Click Apply.

12. Proceed with updating the remaining Record Reader and Record Writer references.

You need to modify the configurations of the Route on Content Size and the two Merge Edit Events processors.
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13. Check that you have updated all the processors.

a) Select  Flow Options Services .
b) Select the CSVReader_Recent_Changes service and check Referencing Components.

You should see:

• Filer Edits
• Merge Edit Events
• Merge Edit Events
• Route On Content Size

c) Select the CSVRecordSetWriter_Recent_Changes service and check Referencing Components.

You should see:

• Convert JSON to AVRO
• Filer Edits
• Merge Edit Events
• Merge Edit Events
• Route On Content Size

d) If you check the AvroReader_Recent_Changes and AvroWriter_Recent_Changes services, you should see No
referencing Processors to display.

14. Delete the AvroReader_Recent_Changes and AvroWriter_Recent_Changes services by selecting the service and

clicking  Delete.

In the confirmation pop-up select Delete.

15. Click Back To Flow Designer to return to the flow design Canvas.

What to do next
Start a Test Session to validate your draft.

Start a test session
To validate your draft, start a test session. This provisions a NiFi cluster where you can test your draft.

About this task
Starting a Test Session provisions NiFi resources, acting like a development sandbox for a particular draft. It allows
you to work with live data to validate your data flow logic while updating your draft. You can suspend a test session
any time and change the configuration of the NiFi cluster then resume testing with the updated configuration.

Procedure

1. Click start a test session in the banner on top of the Canvas.

2. Click Start Test Session.

Test Session status  Initializing Test Session... appears on top of the page.

3. Wait for the status to change to

Active Test Session.

This may take several minutes.

4. Click  Flow Options Services  to enable Controller Services.
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5.

Select a service you want to enable, then click  Enable Service and Referencing Components.

This option does not only enable the controller service, but also any component that references it. This way, you
do not need to enable the component separately to run the test session. In the context of this tutorial, enabling
the 'AvroReader_Recent_Changes' controller service will also enable 'Filter Edits', 'Route on Content Size', and
'Merge Edit Events' processors as well.

Repeat this step for all Controller Services.

6. Click Back To Flow Designer to return to the flow design Canvas.

7. Start the Get Recent Wikipedia Changes, Write "Added Content" Events To File, and Write "Removed Content"

Events To File components by selecting them on the Canvas then clicking  Start.

All other components were auto-started when you selected the Enable Service and Referencing Components
option.
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8. Observe your first draft flow processing data.

On the Flow Design Canvas you can observe statistics on your processors change as they consume and process
data from Wikipedia. You can also observe one or more blue Notification Pills, providing information about the
current task.

Publish your flow definition to the Catalog
Now that you have tested your draft and it works fine, you can go on and publish it to the Catalog as a flow definition
so that you can create a DataFlow deployment.

Procedure

1. On the Flow Designer canvas, click  Flow Options Publish To Catalog Publish Flow .

2. Fill in the fields in the Publish Flow box.

• Provide a Name for your flow definition.

You can only provide a name when you publish your flow for the first time.
• Optionally provide a Flow Description.

You can only provide a description when you publish your flow for the first time.
• Optionally provide Version Comments.

3. Click Publish.

Results
Your draft is published to the Catalog as a flow definition.
Related Information
Deploying a flow definition
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